Advertising: Trade Engine and the way to attract the attention
of applicants
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Today in every city there is a sufficient number of universities, but not all of them are on the lips of
applicants. In order to draw attention to a certain higher education institution, the rector and his team
must organize the original and memorable advertising. It may be anything, since the signs on the
bulletin boards and ending with commercials on TV.
Such an advertising campaign is desirable to spend from the beginning of the spring to be interested
in as many as possible applicants. More beautiful and inspirational slogans, and future students will
assign to take something or another higher educational institution. Sometimes you need to spend a
little to purchase much more soon!
Communication with students: Path to install close contact
Since modern schoolchildren are distinguished by a special laziness and misinterpretation, then to
organize the future educational process accounted for teachers of universities. As a rule, one of the
representatives of such institutions is sent to each school, which tells 11-graders about all the
charms and advantages of higher education at a particular university.
Dry statistics, bare figures and bored text - not the best approach to a graduate, because it is much
better to describe the prospects much better, while talking from the soul and clean heart. "Children"
at any age feel insincerity; So, when visiting the school, representatives of different universities
should necessarily choose the necessary, and most importantly - relevant words.
Those teachers who use didactic material at such lectures about life and the future, as the
information is always better perceived in colorful form and with an affordable supply.
So the interest of the applicant is necessary for all possible and impossible ways, and in the future
the newly minted specialist will only thank for such valuable recommendations at one time.
Financial Side Question
It's no secret that today not every applicant is capable of entering the budget, and the competition in
place from year to year is growing rapidly. That is why many graduates consider the "tower" the
luxury that their family simply cannot afford.
As a rule, in such cases, despondency comes, and the desire to enter the university and disappears
at all. That is why any educational institution should not arrange pressure on a still emerging person,
trying in such a way to only increase their status and ratings.

The Council in this case sounds like this: no one begs your prestige and demand in education, but,
comrades, do not put pressure on the "children" by the stories about complex arrival and large
contests. Anyway, then they will understand it, but best, if this happens after the entrance
examinations, and not on time "introductory fuss and turmoil."
Much in the desire of the applicant depends on the payment of study, so it remains only to advise
the Ministry of Education to slow down, since tomorrow, higher education will be considered a
luxury, and only chosen can be obtained.
In addition, there will never be superfluous concessional conditions for which it is also important to
report publicly. This is a kind of incentive that the applicant comes to enter this university!
Anyway, it is time to determine, and my advice to you, applicants, decide on the choice, and boldly
reach the goals! It is possible, and there is a number of eloquent examples in history, which even
the teachers repeatedly praise on their lessons. So why not think about their words and do not try?
Conclusion: Higher education is the same prize for which you can compete. And universities, in turn,
should also support everyone in the future to become qualified professionals in a particular field of
work. So it's time to solve the main question, how to attract applicants to the university and
demonstrate to them all the charms and prospects of the decision.

